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൪ጁႎዐॺ!

! ! ! ! ࣷ༬ಋᆷࡻጆ๑ୃݴୟݡ࿚ዐࡔ 31ู
Ҟᑈ䗖ؐ៥ϢЁℷᓣᓎゟ䙺Ѹ15਼ᑈǄ䖭ؐᕫ

㟇ᴀӮ䆃〓Ўℶˈ៥ӮটདϧՓ䆓䯂ಶᏆ᳝ϸಶˈ䖯

ᑚ⼱ⱘᑈҷˈ៥Ӯއᅮߚ⌒݁ϾটདϧՓ䆓䯂ಶˈߚ݁ᴵ䏃

㸠њϸᴵ䏃㒓ⱘ䆓䯂Ǆϔ䏃㒓䆓䯂࣫ҀજᇨⒼ䭓≜

㒓ˈৢܜ䆓䯂ЁܼⳕᏖˈᑚ⼱ЁᮄᓎѸ15਼ᑈˈট䇞᮹

䰇⌢फㄝഄˈᏆᅠ៤ӏࡵ៤ࡳᔦᴹǄ
Ѡ䏃㒓䆓䯂ᯚᯢ䌉䰇៤䛑ᢝ㧼ⳕᏖˈ߭䗖䗶

ˈѸ⌕ࡴᔎǄ
ৠᯊˈ៥Ӯ䏃ϧՓˈг䋳䍋њ֗䖯টདѦ䆓ⱘӏࡵˈ
䙔䇋ⳕᏖ乚ᇐˈᢼࠄݫᮄࡴവˈҹ֗䖯ট䇞Ѧ䆓ˈࡴ⏅Ѹ

㽓㮣Ҟᑈᑚ⼱៤ゟ40਼ᑈˈᮙ␌䆒㋻ᓴˈ᮴⊩㒇ˈ㗠
াདއᅮᬍᳳǄ⦄ᇚϸಶ㸠ਞߚߞѢৢǄ

⌕њ㾷Ǆ

ዐࡔට௷ྔܔᆷࡻၹࣷ
ᄥࣷپཷެዐࡔݡ࿚
ҞᑈᰃЁᮄࡴവᓎѸ15਼ᑈˈЁҎ⇥ᇍ
টདणӮӮ䭓䰜ᯞ㢣Ѣ8᳜Ёᯀᴹߑ៥Ӯˈ㸼⼎Ў
њ䖯ЁᮄϸҎ⇥䯈ⱘট䇞ˈࡴᔎϸӮⱘটདড়
Ѹ⌕ˈ⡍ҷ㸼ЁҎ⇥ᇍটདणӮЁᮄট

ًࣷک
൪ጁႎዐᆷᅲྤ
៥ӮѢҞ ᑈ10᳜1᮹ǉ㘨
ড়ᮽǊ㓪ॄⱘᮄЁᓎѸ15਼ᑈ
⡍ߞϞˈߞⱏ䌎䕲ˈᑚ⼱ᮄЁϸ
Āট䇞ϛቕʽāǄ
10᳜1᮹ᰃЁढҎ⇥݅56਼ᑈ
ᑚǄ9᳜28᮹ᰮϞˈ䰆䚼䭓ᓴᖫ䋸
˄Ꮊ˅ࠄ᭛ढ䜦ᑫখࡴЁᑚ䜦
ӮǄҪЁՓᓴѥ䜦ӮϞВ
ᵃˈ⼱ᜓᮄЁϸⱘট䇞ϛቕǄ

དणӮˈ䙔䇋៥Ӯҷ㸼ಶࠄЁ䆓䯂Ǆ

ࣷᆷࡻጆ๑ݡ࿚ཷྜׯ

ቧଆԒڢ

ݡݴԛǋࡘܻ՟ǋؾǋฬᄞǋषళ
䭓ⱑቅ∴

/ 6 / 05
12

SIN࣫ҀSQ802 08;50/14;50⬅᳒㐕བ Alan 乚
䯳Ϣヨ㗙 Ronald Chang এЁ݁ϾⳕᏖটད䆓䯂ˈ佪キ࣫Ҁˈ
ᢉ䖒ৢЬത%XVࠡᕔᯚҥ佁ᑫˈ㘨㒰ᴅЍˈཌྷਞⶹ13/6/05㾕䴶ˈᰮ
Ϟ䎳AlanটҎৗᰮ令Ǆ

6 / 05
13 /

11:30এЁҎ⇥ᇍটདणӮӮ㾕ރԤᑧ⫳ܜ
Ѯ䴲䚼Џӏ ঞᴅЍᇣྤ Ѯ䴲䚼໘䭓 ˈਜϞ⼐⠽ˈঞ䇶Ӯ䭓ֵ
ߑˈ䙔䇋ҪӀЎᑚ⼱ᮄЁᓎѸ15਼ᑈˈ⌒ಶ䆓䯂ᮄࡴവˈӮৢএϰ
ᮍᑓഎПḗ㢅ቯৗज令ˈᆒЏሑǄ
 ϟ义
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 Ϟ义

4 / 6 / 05 ࣫Ҁ/જᇨⒼC262/2फ㟾09:10/10:50ᢉજᇨⒼˈ
1
⬅Ёᮙᇣᴼᴎˈܜএৗݰᆊ㦰ˈܹԣ⽣乎䜦ᑫ 5᯳㑻 ϟ

ᇥ✻⠛ˈߎখ㾖ᇣ∴ǃ㥃⥟ᑭ 䲾亲⢤ ᢡᨘ⦄എǃഄϟỂᵫǄᰮ
ϞৗҎখ➀叵∸ǃ䞢⣾㙝ǃ䞢㦰ǃ⌏剸剐ㄝǄ

जএ䰇ቯখ䆓ބ䲩ঞᏖऎⳟⳟǄϟज6:00џࡲᄭ➩ᇣྤ䙔䇋ৗ
ᰮ令ˈӮ㾕њџࡲ⥟⍋ࡃݯЏӏǃ儣ᖴџࡲ໘䭓ǃ߬ᗔ㞷ࡃ໘
䭓ˈৠᯊг㾕њ݊ҪᴹજᇨⒼখࡴ咥啭∳Ѹ䌌ӮПॖଚǄ

8 / 6 / 05 䭓ⱑቅ䖨ಲᓊঢ়Ꮦˈ⬇䇋࣫ᳱ剰ㅒ䆕䳔㽕ϝˈ
1
᠔ҹއᅮϡএᳱ剰ˈ≜䰇টण⥟㑶䞢ᇣྤᴹ⬉䆱㑺ད19/6/05Ёज

▇䮼䰜ع㣅ˈMelbourne 䞥 ⫳ܜ᠓ഄѻଚ ˈ㕢Houston Taxas⥟
ᇣྤˈᆈӮⳌ䇜ᕜདˈ⥟Џӏǃ儣໘䭓ㄨᑨ㒘ಶᴹᮄ䆓䯂ˈ令ৢѦ䌴
⼐⠽ˈᄭ➩ᇣྤᡓ䇎Ӯᅝᥦ䆓ᮄџᅰˈᑊֱᣕ㘨㒰Ǆ
⥟⍋ݯЏӏߚᵤҎ⇥ᏕछؐП߽ᓞˈ䴲ᐌ䗣ᵤǄҪг䇜ࠄᮄࡴവ
ଚˈҪ݊ᅲᠡҢᮄࡴവಲᴹǄҪ䇋咥啭∳ⳕ䭓ሑѝপᮄࡴവᴢ
ᰒ啭ᘏ⧚᳜ܿӑᴹЁᯊг㛑䆓䯂咥啭∳જᇨⒼǄ
15/6/05ᮽϞ㾖ܝ啭ПศϞ380㉇催ศњᳯજᇨⒼ㸫᱃ˈৠᯊг㾖䌣
4D⾥ᡔᕅ䰶ˈ䍄њϔ䍳㘞᭟ഄ⣅Пᮙˈᕜࠎ▔Ǆ

5 / 6 / 05 જᇨⒼˋ䭓Ь☿䔺2510 12;34/15:10ᢉ䭓ܹԣ
1
Shanghi Hotel Ѩ᯳ ˈ㘨㒰টणˈ
ϟज5:30џࡲ⥟ऴ℺ࡃЏӏǃট
णࡃ⾬к䭓䰜ᯁ䙔䇋ৗᰮᆈˈ䇜䭓᳝Ѩ⡍Ӭˈ≑䔺ජǃ⬉ᕅ
ජǃ⫳⠽⾥ᡔජǃЁए㥃ජǃỂᵫ㓓࣪ජǄҪӀℷ⿃ᵕᛇ㘨㒰ᮄট
णˈ䰸њথሩট䇞Пˈгᛇথሩ㒣䌌ǄҪ䇈28/6݊Ӯ䭓㣗亲ৃ㛑
䱣ঢ়ᵫⳕ䭓㑺8ǃ9ҎӮᴹᮄ䆓䯂ˈ⥟ࡃЏӏৃᳯѢҞᑈ11᳜ӑ䆓䯂
偀ᴹ㽓Ѯˈࠄᯊгᴹᮄ䆓䯂Ǆ

6 / 6 / 05 䭓খ䆓Ӿⱛᅿ⑹Ҿঞ䭓ࠊ⠛ॖ ⬉ᕅජ ˈ
1
ৗݰᆊ㦰ˈϟजЬᴎࠄᓊঢ়C2 6641 15:40/16:40ˈܹԣ㖨ᅛ䜦ᑫ ಯ
᯳ ˈAlanއᅮ⬇䇋এ࣫ᳱ剰ˈ⬅䮼ܹ๗ ⧆Ꮦ ˈᰮϞ∝䞥ቅ令
ख़ৗ䶽ᓣ⚸㙝Ǆ

6 / 05
17/

Ϟज7:30ߎথএ䭓ⱑቅܹԣ䭓ⱑቅॺ ಯ᯳ ˈߎ
থࠄ䭓ⱑቅ㛮ϔ䬛ৗज令ˈ∴П劳剐 ⌏剐 㙹㕢ৃষ剰Ⴝˈ⢡ᄤ
㙝 Ԑ呓 ǃ䞢叵㙝∸ǃ䞢㦰ˈAlan িњϔ⫊ 䜦 ǄϞ∴ᕜᑌ䖤ˈ
⇨ᕜ᱈ᳫˈৃ⏙Ἦ㾖ⳟϟ㨫ৡП∴ܼ᱃ˈⳳᰃᕜᅣӳˈᢡњϡ

11:30ࠄ䜦ᑫ៥Ӏৗज令Ǆ
Ҟ⬅䭓ⱑቅ䖨ಲᓊঢ়ˈЁ令ৗ䶽㦰ˈ令ৢএⳟञ᳜❞ݏⅪഎঞপ
❞㚚Пഎ᠔ˈजৢএЁᳱ䖍⬠䮼Ꮦˈ҆䑿ԧ偠Ьതᇣᖿ㠛␌Ёᳱ
䖍๗ᇣ⊇ˈᑊᇱ㕞㙝Іǃସ䜦ǄᰮϞЬCZ6602⧁ᴎ23:20/00:20ᢉ
≜䰇ˈЁ␌ᮍᇣྤᴹ⬉䇈៥ӀᬍЬCZ6602ϡᰃॳᴹПCZ6604ˈ
ཌྷᴎഎϡࠄᴎǄ 02:00ᴹ⬉
19/6/05≜䰇ˈҞ11:00Ёᮙᮍકકᇣྤᴹ䜦ᑫᐂ៥Ӏҷ䌁⌢फ
ࠄϞ⍋FMϰᮍ9248 21:10/22:30 $510ঞ$680ˈ11:30≜䰇টण⥟㑶
䞢ᇣྤঞ↉ᷥधᇣྤᴹᆒ佚៥Ӏএ≜䰇ĀϞ⍋ṙ啭䬛䜦ᆊāৗ
ज令ˈAlan⚍њϡᇥ㨫ৡПϞ⍋㦰ǃ⣂ᄤ༈ǃ㷍ǃ偀݄༈ㄝˈⳌ䇜
⫮ˈ⥟ЏӏᏠᳯঠᮍটण㛑ᕔᴹঞথሩ㒣䌌ˈAlan䇜ঞ䙧ᇣ
ᑇᬍ䴽ᓔᬒᕜདˈབࡴݡϞĀᴰ㒱䋾∵āህདˈ៥Ӏ䙔䇋ᴹᮄ䆓
䯂ˈѦ䌴⼐⠽Ǆ
䰜䪕ජᏆ䇗ˈ⦄⬅ᄭ߮ӏࡃӮ䭓ˈռ㘨䮼ᘽᖋ໘䭓ঞየᖋ㚰
ЏӏᇚѢ22/6ᴹᮄ䆓䯂Ǆϟजএ≜䰇ᬙᅿঞ䆓䯂ᇥᏙᑰᓴ䳪ঞ
ᓴᄺ㡃ᬙሙˈᰮϞৗ䖑㦰ˈৗࠄ剳剐 ⌏剐 ǃᄨ䲔㲟ǃ䖲剡剐ঞ
⫳⍋㶎Ǆ

20
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≜䰇ࠄ⌢फMU2524 12:10/13:30ᢉ⌢फˈЁᮙ
ᇣ߬⋕ᴎˈAlan ܹԣSoﬁtel Hotelˈ㘨㒰⌢फটणӮ䭓ᓴӳ啘
ཇ ঞ⾬к䭓ᴢᖋዄ⫳ܜ㑺དϟज5:45䇋ৗᰮ令Soﬁtel ϝὐЁ
令ख़ˈཌྷӀᕜ⛁ᚙᕙˈᏠᳯ㘨㒰ˈAlan䇜ঞ㢣ᎲᎹϮುऎ䕀ᤶ
㙵ᴗৢˈህ䕀ѣЎⲜǄ
ᇐ␌ᏺএ䎉さ⊝ୱ䎉さ⊝⊵啭ѩ㤊ঞ␌ᯢˈ䱨ˈRonald 亲
Ϟ⍋FM 9248 21:10/22:30ˈAlan 21/6এ࣫ҀSC1155 12:15/13:05ˈ
䆓䯂㒧ᴳǄ

ۼׯǋዘ൪ኮႜ! ! !
㽓㮣៤ゟ40਼ᑈᑚˈ9᳜ӑᓔྟЁᬓᑰܹࡲذ㽓㮣ㅒ䆕Ǆᢝ㧼ˋ䌉Ꮂˋᯚ
ᯢП㸠প⍜Ǆা䆓䯂៤䛑ǃ䞡ᑚǄ≵এᢝ㧼ˈϝԡಶਬЈᯊপ⍜㸠ˈা᳝៥
Ҏ䍄Ϟ៤䛑ˋ䞡ᑚ10П␌Ǆ៥Ӏ27/8/05⾏ᓔᮄࡴവᕔ៤䛑ˈ4/9/05⬅៤䛑ಲ䖨
ᮄࡴവˈ㸠㸼䰘Ϟ

࿔ࡔԒڢ

ᴰ⫿㤝ූ ៤䛑䞡ᑚ㸠

27/8/05ϟज12:30ᢉ䖒៤䛑ˈಯᎱⳕҎ⇥ᇍটདणӮ টण 䋳䋷Ҏ㺬ϔ⾒ࡲ
݀ᅸࡃЏӏ㚵ल䞠⾬к䭓ĀᏈᏗ㸷ā令ख़Ў៥ֽ⋫ᇬǄ៥ӀѸᤶ⼐⠽䖯㸠
Ѹ⌕ˈⶹ䘧Ҫֽ䛑ࠄ䖛ᮄࡴവˈҪӀгᕜ❳ᙝ៥Ӏ䇶Ӯ䭓㚵ࡃӮ䭓Ǆгⶹ䘧ಯᎱ
টणᖋটण᳝⏅ѸǄᖋ⇥䯈ए㥃݀ৌಯᎱটणড়ϟˈ䖯㸠᳝ᛣНⱘ⇥䯈
ֱعᎹǄ
ᕔৢⱘ6ˈ៥Ҏ䍄Ϟ㾖ˋܝᮙ␌П䏃ˈ␌㾜ϟ߫ৡ㚰˖Łϰቅˋኼⳝቅ˗
ł❞⣿㐕ⅪⷨおЁᖗ˗Ńбᆼ≳˗ńᴰ⫿㤝ූˋϝኵम⠽佚˗ŅѠᰮϪ⬠㑻ⱘ᭛㡎ᰮ
Ӯüü៤䛑ব㜌ˋҀ៣ˋढФঞбᆼ≳㮣ˋ㕠ᮣ᭛㡎ᰮӮǄ
៥Ӏ3/9/05ᢉ䖒䞡ᑚǄ䞡ᑚটणᴢᑨ⫳ࡃӮ䭓ᏺ乚ϟˈĀ䱊✊ሙā令ख़ˈЎ
៥ֽ⋫ᇬˈߎᐁ㗙˖ᴢᑨ⫳ࡃӮ䭓ǃ䰚ṙটणࡲ໘䭓ǃᵫ䯃໘䭓Ǆ
䰚ṙ໘䭓᳒ᏺ⅟㔎ҎНᎹಶ䆓䯂ᮄࡴവǄ៥Ӏ⛁ᚙⱘᕙϟ䖯㸠ഺ⥛ഄ
Ѹ⌕Ǆ៥ӀѸᤶњϸⱘ⇥ᚙǃ᭛࣪ᬓ⊏㒣⌢ˈ៥䅸Ў䖭ᰃᓎゟ䍋 ៥Ӏϸট
䇞ⱘདᓔྟǄ
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ࣷၹዺࡪଠກࣷዷӸ
ႎዐଇࡔ࿔ࣅ๎ୁᆷᅲෘ
⬅བߛ㗄ᵫкӮˈᮄࡴവゟᄺЁ᭛㋏ǃ㘨ড়ᰮǃ

᮹ᳳ˖2005ᑈ8᳜28᮹ ᯳ᳳ᮹ 

ᮄӴၦ⬉ৄ958ǃᮄࡴവԯᬭ⽣߽णӮሲϟ⽣䇏кӮѨϾ

ഄ⚍˖Р㡖䜦ᑫϝὐᆈᅶख़ ৃᆍ㒇1500Ҏ

ಶԧ㘨ড়ЏࡲˈЁ偏ᮄࡴവՓ佚ᮄЁটདणӮणࡲ

ᯊ䯈˖1:00pm-5.00pm

ⱘĀᮄЁ᭛࣪ᐌ䆚Ѹ⌕ট䇞䌯āߚ߱䌯ǃञއ䌯އ䌯ˈϝ

ᅫᮼ˖֗䖯ᮄЁϸ᭛࣪ϢটདѸ⌕ˈ哧ࢅࡴ⏅䅸䆚ᕐ

Ͼ䰊↉⿃ᵕ䖯㸠⌏ࡼǄ

ℸ亢֫⇥ᚙǄ

10/7/05ˈᏆᓔྟњϔ䰊↉ˈҹヨ䆩䖯㸠߱䌯Пৢˈ᳝

খ䌯ᇍ䈵˖݀ӫҎ

10䯳៤㒽ϡ㧆ⱘখ䌯䯳ӡˈ㜅乪㗠ߎˈ䖯ܹञއ䌯Ǆ
খ䌯㗙ᴹ㞾乚ඳ˖᳝Ёᄺǃ߱䰶ࠄϧ⫳ˈ᳝⛁⠅᭛

খ䌯ᮍᓣ˖ϝҎϔ㒘ˈ↣㒘ᖙ乏ᰃ˖ϔԡᮄࡴവ݀⇥ˈϔ
ԡЁ݀⇥ˈϔԡ㈡ϡ

࣪ⱘ݀ӫҎǄᑈ啘⬅16ቕࠄ66ቕǄᔶ៤ϝҷҎৠ䌯ⱘ᳝䍷

↨䌯⡍⚍˖ϝҎϔ㒘ⱘখ䌯䯳ӡᖙ乏䙉ᅜㄨ乬㾘߭˖

⦄䈵Ǆ

噝ᮄࡴവҎಲㄨЁ䯂乬

कᬃܹ䗝䯳ӡˈᇚ䖯ܹѠ䰊↉ˈҹ䯂ㄨᮍᓣ䖯㸠ञ

噝ЁҎಲㄨᮄࡴവ䯂乬

އ䌯Ǆ

噝ϔԡৠ㒘㈡ϡখ䌯㗙ˈϸԡ䯳ট᮴⊩ㄨ乬

᮹ᳳ˖31/7/05 ᯳ᳳ᮹
ᯊ䯈˖
ϟज2⚍㟇6⚍ ߚϸഎ䖯㸠

ᯊˈৃҹಲㄨϸⱘ䯂乬
Ӭ㚰༪ࢅ˖ᴎ⼼ǃ༪䞥ǃ㑾ᗉક

ഄ⚍˖བߛ⇥ӫׅФ䚼⇨ދ⼐ූ
ᔧˈ᳒⫳ᬭ㚆䚼ᬓࡵ䚼䭓ফ䙔ЎӮЏᆒǄ
བߛ㗄ᵫкӮˈࢅݡݡㄪߦϢᮄࡴവゟᄺЁ᭛㋏
㘨ড়Џࡲ˗Ё偏ᮄࡴവՓ佚᭛࣪໘णࡲϔ乍ᛣН⏅ᑓˈᤃ

䆩乬㣗ೈ˖ग़ǃ⇥֫ǃ᭛ᄺǃ㡎ᴃǃᬭ㚆ǃᯊџǃ㒣⌢
ㄝǄ
ট䇞䌯Ꮖ⒵㒧ᴳǄ

༟ҎᖗⱘĀᮄЁϸ᭛࣪ᐌ䆚Ѹ⌕ট䇞䌯āǄ

֖ࣷᇑዷӸ

ࣷཞᅪीჄ֖ᇑዷӸ

Đዘጽኣࢅୟđ Đؾᄝᅯࣀဲ൧đ
ुኣࢅူဇᄝ600ዜਉႜ!
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President’s Report 2005
The Period under review marked the ﬁrst year into the second
decade of the existence of our association. During the ﬁrst ten
years our operationat objectives placed more emphasis on
networking with our counter-parts in China through both the
broadening as well as deepeniing exchanges in a very diverse
ﬁeld. So much so we tended to neglect the strengthening of the
internal structure of our association.
For a good number of years, we have had on our programme plans
to start a website on our association and, to publish a newsletter
for the beneﬁt of our members, friends and supporters. Today, I am
most gratiﬁed to be able to report to you that both projects have
been brought to fruition. We owed this success to two members
of our association, namely Mr Koh Thong Dzeh, who doggedly
carried the arduous task of editorial production of both, and Prof.
K K Phua, our Vice President, who generously provided production
backup as well as ﬁnance. Here, may I have your permission to
propose a vote of thanks to both gentlemen.
Some of you may still remember the 7 point plan I put forward in
my 2002 report to guide our association into the second decade.

They are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Sharpening of focus
Widening of scope
Strengthening of structure
Heightening of visibility
Deepening of sense of aﬃnity among members
Infusing new blood and
Preparing the process of renewal.

In this regard, with a bit of optimism, the future tasks that lies ahead
of us would be to address seriously points no.6 and no.7. The only
caveat is that we need to sustain all that we have achieved in the
past, especially nos.3, 4 and 5.
Last year, we received ﬁve invitations to visit diﬀerent parts of
China in diﬀerent months on diﬀerent occasions. These occasions
understandably imposed limitation to the size of our delegation.
As a result, we numbered only from 2 to 5. We covered Beijing
twice, Hangzhou, Chengdu and Weihai, but not in that order.
The ﬁrst trip to Beijing took place in May to join the 50th anniversary
celebration of CPAFFC. It was on that occasion I was conferred the
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 “President’s Report 2005” continued from Page 5

title of Friendship Ambassador.From there, we continued our
journey to Chengdu to take part on the “West China Expo”, In early
September, we took part in the 7th Arts. Festival in Hangzhou, an
extremely well staged “Extravaganza”. Thereafter, our group went
on to cover other parts of Zhejiang province, Jiangxi province
and Fujian province. In Jiangxi, we visited Jinggangshan, the
famcus cradle of the Mao Revolution. Late September, we went
to Beijing to take part in the PRC’s 55th National Day Celebration
organized by the Beijing Friendship Association. Foreign guests
invited numbered more than 40 from 13 countries, an extremely
friendly gathering. This was to follow by a visit to Weihai, Shantung
province to take part in the North East Asia Forum, a major political
gathering with profound strategic signiﬁcance. I was invited as a
special guest in my capacity as Advisor to the Weihai Municipal
government. Our Hon. Treasurer, Mr Alan Chan was very kind to
go out of his way by ﬂying to Weihai just to keep me company.
Otherwise, I would be playing solitaire all by myself. A special
thanks to Mr Chan.
Others Who took part in these visits included M/s Oh Bin Cheng, T
F Chung, Goh Boon Kok, Chwee Meng Chong and Chua Teck Meng.
Taking all these Into account, we have ﬁnally fulﬁlled our ambition
of visiting all the 22 provinces, 5 autonomous regions of minority
tribes and the 4 major cities, after 11 years. For the current year, we
are reviving the aborted (because of SARS) grand tour of China, by
organizing 6/7 groups to cover all the 31 adminIstrative centers
of PRC. The ﬁrst group is scheduled to depart in June. Members
will be welcomed to join anyone of them. These tours will be our
oﬃcial visits calling on the 31 counterparts to exchange views on
future co-operation. They will carry a letter of invitation from our
association to pay return visits to Singapore. If we are successful,
we shall be preparing for the reception of 31 delegations from
diﬀerent parts of China in the foreseeable future.
From March 2004 to February 2005, we have received a total of
30 visiting groups from China numbering more than 150, They
came from Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, Ganxu(2), Zhejiang(4),
Heilungjiang, Jiangxi provinces, and the municipalities of
Dungying, Qingdao and Weihai (2) of Shandong, Changsa of
Hunan, Shangyu of Zhejiang, Haikou of Hainan, Taiyuan of Shanxi,
Fuzhou of Fujian. In addition, there were 3 groups from CPAFFC,
Beijing, two groups from Shanghai, one of which was from
Shanghai Friendship Association, the other was a delegation of
5 professors from Jiaotung University. They were here to study
renewable energy (windpower).
Of these visiting groups, at least a dozen of them were involved
in trade promotion. Interestingly, our association was invited by
half of them to be among the co-sponsors of their roadshows.
This was done with little or no ﬁnancial commitment on the part
of our association. One thing is sure, it helps to raise the level of
visibility for SSFA in the eyes of the general public. I do expect
our involvement in this ﬁeld of activities will be on the increase
in the years to come.
In August last year, our association staged a Chinese scroll painting
art exhibition to raise fund for Thong Chai Medica[ Institute.
The charity exhibition was held at Nanyang Academy of Fine
Arts (NAFA), and was oﬃciated by Dr Ho Kah Leong, the renown
Singapore painter and artist. We were able to raise a total sum of
S$72,000.00 including a special donation of S$50,000.00, from Lee
Foundation. A big thank you to Dr Lee Seng Gee, the foundation’s
Chairman.

This event carries a very special signiﬁcance. I can safely say,
that it is the ﬁrst time we have Chinese artists holding exhibition
in Singapore and donate the entire sales proceeds, (gross) to
our Singapore charity. It is especially, praiseworthy that the
artists themselves absorbed all the cost and expense (including
International traveling and board and Iodging) by themselves.
Our association, together with the Singapore Federation of
Clan Associations, Hokkien Clan Association, Changzhou Clan
Association, Fuzhou Clan Association and Chao-An Association
absorbed the. exhibition costs which include rental paid to NAFA.
These Clan Associations were involved because the painting were
all done by artists from Fujian province.
This is indeed “People to People Friendship” in its truest form.
In 2005, through the good oﬃce of Mr Chng Jit Koon, our Honorary
Advisor, we consented to co-sponsor the 12th “Spring ,in the
City” at Raﬄes City Shopping Centre. It is an ethnic festival held
in conjuction with our Chinese New Year celebration. Its main
organiser, Golden Travel Services Pte Ltd , have been staging this
show for the past 12 years successfully together with Raﬄes City
Shopping Centre. Our involvement as one of the main sponsors
does help to highlIght the Importance df the people to people
cultural exchanges between Singapore & China. The event
lasted from 14/1/05 to 23/2/05, a six weeks period. The organiser
invited three groups of performing artists from the provinces of
Shandong, Zhejiang, Shaanxi & Fujian, staging dances, singings,
acrobatics & exhibition of handicrafts skills. The opening ceremony
was jointly oﬃciated by the honorable Minister for Information,
Communications & The Arts, Dr Lee Boon Yang, and H.E. Mr Zhang
Yun , PRC Ambassador.
The highlight of the series was the dance poem of “The Sister
Drum” an exquisitely choreographed ballet performance by the
famous Hangzhou Song & Dance Troupe at the Victoria Theatre.
The sum raised in the evening came to $$12,O00/- in favour of
Chung Hwa Clinic. Another charity well done.
It has been agreed that our association will co-sponsor the “13th
Spring in the City” in 2006.
The year 2005 witnessed major change of guard at the PRC
Embassy. They included H.E. Mr Zhang Jiu Huan, Minister
Counsellor Mr Luo Zhao Hui, Counsellor & Consul General Ms
Huang Xiao Jian, Director of Research Dr Jian Yi Li etc. Farewell
lunches/dinners were organised & they were all well attended.
Almost a hundred people turned up to say goodbye to H.E. Mr
Zhang & his wife.
Then there were also the welcoming parties for the new arrivals.
The attendence at the lunch for H .E. Mr Zhang Yun & his wife was
more than 80.
H. E, Zhang Jiu Huan is currently PRC Ambassador to Thailand, H.
E. Zhang Yun was Director, Asia Dept. M.O.F. in Beijing, before his
posting to Singapore. The New Minister Counsellor Mr. Huang
Yung is no stranger to Singapore as this Is his second posting
to the Republic. The other new Minister Counsellor (for trade &
economy) is Mr. Li Zhi Qun, the new Consul General is Ms. Wu
Dong Mei. We look forward to a close & pleasant working relation
with the new team.
In closing, we expect a busier year & a good harvest from our future
endeavours, with support from all of you. Thank you.
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Receptions:
5/12/04

6/12/04
7/12/04
13/12/04
14/12/04

16/1/05
17/1/05
29/1/05

11/2/05

17/2/05
18/2/05

Lunch & dinner for Ms. Chu Doa & 2 others from Chinese
Peoples’ Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries,
Beijing.
diﬀo
Dinner with Mr. Xu Wei, Head of administration, PRC
Embassy, & 2 others.
Welcome dinner for Mr. Li Zhigun, Minister Counsellor, PRC
Embassy.
Attended opening ceremony of 12th “Spring in the City,
2005” at Raffles City Shopping Centre, an event jointly
organized by our Association together with Golden Travel
Service Pte. Ltd & Raffles City. It was officiated by Dr.
Lee Boon Yang, the Honorable Minister for information,
Communication & the Arts.
Lunch with a delegation of 4 from Shanghai Jiaotung
University & led by Prof. Zhu Xiang Yang.
Received a delegation of 3 from Shanghai City, Zhejiang
Province, led by Deputy Mayor Mr. Ma Han-er.
Attended a Ballet performance at the Victoria Theatre
Staged by the famous Zhejiang Dancing Troupe. This was
a fund raising project in favour of Chung Hwa Clinic. HE Mr.
Zhang Yun, PRC Ambassador, was the Guest of Honour of the
evening. The performance was excellent & well attended.
A total sum of $12,000 was raised.
Farewell lunch for Ms. Huang Xiaojian. Counsellor & Consul
General of PRC Embassy. She was to be transferred to Los
Angeles, U.S.A.
Attended a lunar new year reception hosted by Bank of
China.
Attended a lunar new year dinner hosted by Cosco Corp
Ltd, Currently President of the China Enterprise Association,
Singapore.

4/3/05 Dinner for Mdm. Chen Bao-Liu, former PRC Ambassador to
S’pore, she was on a private visit.
19/3/05 Welcome dinner for Mr. Huang Yung, the new Minister
Counsellor of PRC Embassy.
22/3/05 Dinner function hosted by Cosco’s Mr. Ji Hae Seng, consent
president of China Enterprise (S’pore) Association.
11/4/05 Hosted a lunch function for a delegation of 16 from
Huangshan city, the famous Mountain resort of China, led
by Major Li Hong Ming.
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20/6/05

25/6/05
29/6/05
30/6/05
4/7/05
15/7/05
16/7/05

22/7/05

28/7/05
8/8/05
11/8/05

Activities:

ዐࡔฆᄽևᇑञଠูአުਉӸ

4/6/05

12/8/05
28/8/05
3/9/05

Lunch reception for a delegation of 9 from Shangyu City,
Zhejiang Province, led by Mayor Xu Wen Guang.
㩰⼄䅕䓉ㅭ㬻⼯䍝⼡ 㑛䓄䔘䎀 䈌⡒㈊䐱⺛㻳㎷㾎。。
⧅㠴Ⰼ㪛
Lunch for Prof. He Zhan Hao of Shanghai Conservatory of
Music, who is the famous composer of the Chinese Opera
“Liang-Zhu”, & the famous Chinese folk music conductor
Prof. Piao Dung-Sen from Beijing.
Dinner function for a delegation of 8 Chinese Physicians
from the Chinese overseas Exchange Association, Beijing,
hosted by Mr. Oh Kim Cheng, Chairman of Tung Chai Medical
institute, Singapore.
Lunch for a delegation of 4 from Liaoyang city led by it mayor
Mr. Tang Zhi Guo.
Lunch with Mr. Huang Yung, Minister Counsellor of PRC
Embassy.
Attended a Trade Symposium of Jilin Province, Chaired by
its Governor Dr. Wang Min.
Lunch for a delegation of 4 from Yang Zhou City, led by
deputy mayor Mr. Chen Weiging.
Lunch for a delegation of 4 from Kunming City led by
assistant Mayor Mr. Zhao Deguang.
Lunch for Mr. C.K. Ng, President Ottawa Chapter of the
Canada — China Friendship Society.
Dinner for a delegation of 4 from Zhao An Country.
Cosponsored a student exchange program at Chinese High
School involving 500 students from various parts of China, in
conjunction with the 600 anniversary celebration of Admiral
Zheng He expedition.
Lunch for a delegation of 6 from Qinhuangdao City, led by
Mr. Zheng Yunming, party organization secretary.
Dinner for a delegation of 4 from Harbin City, led by the vice
Chairman of the Peoples’ Congress, Mr. Xue En Hua.
Dinner for a delegation of 4 from Weihai City, led by vice
Mayor Mr. Ma Shi He.
Attended a trade symposium organized by Jiujiang City,
Jianqxi Province, at the Carlton Hotel.
Dinner reception for a delegation of 12 from Kunming City,
led by it party secretary, Mr. Yang Chong-Yong.
Lunch & dinner reception for a delegation of 6 from Weihai
City, led by Mr. Yu Lan Mu, Chairman of the Chinese People
Political Consultative Council.
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